CULTURAL DESTINATION:
LET'S GET MARRIED!
TRAVEL CONVERSATION
SEMESTER 2, LESSON 006

REVIEW
Use this photo as a useful way to review the previous
topic and vocabulary. Students should use the vocabulary
they have learned to describe the pictures.
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TABLE TOPIC
Choose and discuss one of these interesting table topic
questions in order to get warmed up for the lesson!

Table Topic:
Are you married? If so tell us about
your experience getting married. If
not, what is your dream wedding?
Hypothetical Table Topic:
Imagine you could change one thing
about your significant other. What
would it be and why?
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IDIOM
Read and practice this useful idiom.
It's great to use with this topic!

hear wedding bells chiming - to
think that two people will get
married to each other soon
What's the big news you have to tell
me? I hear the wedding bells
chiming!
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USEFUL WORDS
Read and practice the vocabulary below.
crash a wedding - is the act of attending a wedding celebration without
an invitation, particularly when the person or persons who turn up have
a big impact
Hal : Who are those guys?
Steve: I don't know. I think they might be crashing this wedding, it seems
like they are here just to meet women.
get eloped- to leave home secretly in order to get married without the
permission of your parents
I couldn't get her parents permission to marry, so we just got eloped
instead.
tie the know/get hitched- to get married
I really think it is time they tied the knot. They've been together for
over 10 years now.
get cold feet - to suddenly become too frightened to do what you had
planned to do, especially something important
It is common to get cold feet before a wedding right? Or is that just me?
chapel - a small church, or a room used as a church in a building,
especially for a wedding
Time to head to the chapel. Steve is getting married!
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GUIDED
CONVERSATION
Use these questions as a guide for conversation. Splitting into
small groups for conversation is advisable. The teacher will
inquire to see what the students have learned
post-conversation.

What do you think of marriage?
What are the pro's and con's of marriage?
What's a good age to get married at?
Would you ever get eloped if you couldn't get all the
parental permission?
What do you think of wedding culture? Do you love it? Is
is too expensive?
What was your honeymoon like? Where would be your
ideal honeymoon?
Have you ever gotten cold feet?
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ACTIVITY
Use this activity to practice the vocabulary and idioms you
have learned so far!

Speed Conversation/Role-play
Example situation: Your best friend is
getting married. Interview her/his
potential significant other to screen
whether they will be a good match for
your best bud.
Students should sit across from a
classmate. The teacher will assign a
situation for each group of students to talk
over. Students should rotate partners
every 2-3 minutes.
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HOMEWORK
Homework! Daily practice is essential
for language learning.
1 MINUTE PRESENTATION/SPEECH

Talk about some aspects of the
process of getting married which you
like or dislike. Give a 1 minute speech
presenting it (After the student is
through, the teacher will quiz the
other students about the speech so
as to test their listening
comprehension).
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